
  
 

 
 

MEMO 

TO: NFL/NNL CLUB PRESIDENTS & SECRETARIES  

CC: NFL BOARD, NFL STAFF, PHIV DEMETRIOU   

FROM: PETER MCDOUGALL  

DATE: 3
RD

 APRIL, 2016  

SUBJECT: MESSAGE FROM THE CEO – SPECTATOR BEHAVIOR  

 
 

 
This season is 5 weeks old and it is disappointing to be dealing with a number of non player related 
issues, and they are mostly arising from junior matches. 
 
To see adults behaving in this way is totally unacceptable and it will not be tolerated in anyway.  
 
What we have is ADULTS behaving like CHILDREN, some would say that the children are behaving 
better than the adults. 
 
As I have mentioned in the past, the environment at NFL football and netball matches will be always 
be a major focus of the NFL. We cannot afford at any stage to take our eye off the ball in this area.    
 
The NFL image, brand, credibility and reputation are quantified by the way everyone behaves at NFL 
matches. This behavior not only affects the NFL, but it also affects every NFL affiliated club. From a 
senior club perspective, a poor NFL image impacts on clubs ability to recruit players from the AFL / 
VFL and other major senior leagues. If a potential recruit hears poor feedback about the NFL, he is 
unlikely to want to play for a club who is affiliated with a league with a poor image. It also impacts a 
club in other areas such as sponsorship, membership and the overall ability to generate the much 
needed funds to operate a club. 
 
Parents of junior players want their children to play in a league that is professionally managed and 
matches are played in a quality environment. If the NFL does not have a positive image for junior 
football, parents will not register their children with NFL clubs, and they will most likely travel 
further to register with a club from a neighboring league. This will create a ripple effect meaning, 
less teams, less divisions per age group to more uneven competitions, equals a poor experience for 
the child, resulting in a decline in participation. 
 
 To any reasonable person this will make sense, and they will understand the importance of creating 
a quality environment on match day to ensure a positive experience every time they are involved 
with the NFL. 
 
Those who do not understand this, or who do not want to control their emotions and they conduct 
themselves in a manner that is inappropriate, the NFL is not a place for you. The NFL Board and 
management team will not tolerate poor behavior at NFL matches.   
 
Everyone is entitled to attend NFL football and netball matches and enjoy watching the game 
without having to put up with people behaving badly.  
 



  
 

 
 

If you are one of these people who do not behave in an acceptable manner, I encourage you to 
assess your behavior and make a conscious effort to change the way you behave at an NFL match.  
 
Those of you who attend NFL matches and conduct themselves as the community would expect you 
to, and there are many of you, I say thank you, and I hope you continue to support the NFL for many 
years to come. 
 
I encourage all clubs to circulate this message to your members as a collective approach to reduce 
poor behavior at NFL matches. 
 
In closing I appreciate the enormous task this is for club committees to manage the conduct of your 
members, but if we all set consistent standards and work in collaboration with each other, we will 
make a positive impact for everyone involved in the NFL/NNL. 
 
Regards, 
 

 
 
Peter McDougall 
Chief Executive Officer 
 


